Corporate safety & SEcurity SEMINARS
Responding to Targeted Violence Move, Secure, Defend
Protecting Staff and Workforce through Training & Assessments
FORWARD MOVEMENT TRAINING & CONSULTING IS A NATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED company for its expertise in the area of Corporate Safety

and Security. We teach you how to Detect, Prevent, and Respond
to conﬂict and violence within the workplace.

WHAT’S COVERED?
Threat Assessments

Physical evaluation of your location. Inside, outside,
and surrounding areas to identify and address
vulnerabilities and deter targeted violence.

Prevention of a Workplace Attack

Receive our
comprehensive 183
behavioral threat
assessment tool FR
EE
at our Detection an
d
Prevention conferen
ces!

Learn about prevention through training and assessments.

Move, Secure, Defend

Training Courses on what to do in the event of an attack with
training and drills.

The Detection and Prevention of
Targeted Violence In the Workplace
“The key to
getting targeted
violence to stop,
is to understand
why they start.”

IN THIS COURSE, we explore warning signs, concerning

behaviors of employees or staff, and indicators of a
potential attack. We show you how to recognize warning
indicators and how to conduct proper assessments.
Workplace attacks can be prevented, innocent lives can be
saved, and help be given to those in need!

www.ForwardMovementTraining.com

Matt Schneider is the President

of Forward Movement Training &
Consulting, a nationally recognized
company for their training, seminars,
and leadership events. Since 2013,
Forward Movement has traveled the
country providing training and seminars
in the Detection and Prevention of
Targeted Violence, Active Shooter
Response Options, and Behavioral
Threat Assessments. Forward
Movement also works with executive
level corporate leaders providing
Enhanced Leadership Courses.
Forward Movement’s seminars are
designed to Educate and Empower
School Officials, Law Enforcement, and
Community Stakeholders on the current
trends surrounding Targeted Violence.
The primary focus is how to Detect,
Prevent and Respond to acts of violence
through assessments and training.

SCHEDULE YOUR
SEMINAR TODAY!

208-888-4855

